The Center for Iberian & Latin American Studies

CILAS Graduate Symposium

Presentations given by CILAS Travel 2013 Grant Recipients

Date: Thursday, May 1, 2014

Panel 1  Moderator: Pamela Radcliff  Time 10-11:30AM
Location: Deutz Room in the Copley Conference Center at the Institute of the Americas Complex, UCSD
1. Pablo Ahumada Pérez, Sociology
   Class Consciousness in Neoliberal Society. The case of the Manual and Nonmanual Working Class in Chile.
2. James Stout, History
   Breakaway nations: sport and physical culture in the creation of a popular Catalan identity during the second republic.
3. Ulises Piña, History
4. Christopher Stroot, History
   The CEDA: The Catholic Right and the Rise and Fall of Interwar Spanish Democracy, 1931-36.

Panel 2  Moderator: Christine Hunefeldt  Time 12-1:30 PM
Location: Deutz Room in the Copley Conference Center at the Institute of the Americas Complex, UCSD
1. James Shrader, History
   Another Argentina: Race, the Cuban Revolution, and Visions of Redemption.
2. Manuel Morales Fontanilla, History
   Rubi Gutierrez’s Mis Ideas Sobre Sport: Modern Sport and Female Emancipation in Colombia. 1910-1938
3. James Deavenport, History
   The Messiahs in the Selva: Jesuit Missions, the History of Ideas, and the Continuing Struggles toward Human and Ecological Rights In Upper Amazonia.

Panel 3  Moderator: Max Parra  Time 2-3:30 PM
Location: Deutz Room in the Copley Conference Center at the Institute of the Americas Complex, UCSD
1. Kevan Aguilar, Latin American Studies
   Rebell ing Against the Revolution: Anarchist Formations in the Huasteca Region, 1900-1940.
2. Nora Lang, Latin American Studies
   “¡Nuestro guaraní?” Social identity, sense of belonging and Guaraní instruction in Asunción, Paraguay.
3. William C. Dawley, Anthropology
   Wrestling with God: men's groups and the struggle for masculinity among the evangelical and support group movements in Costa Rica.

Panel 4  Moderator: Paul S. Goldstein  Time 12-1:30 PM
Location: Cramb room/library in the Gildred/LAS building at the Institute of the Americas Complex, UCSD
1. Matthew Sitek, Anthropology
   Building on Ancient Ground: excavations at a Formative Period mound and sunken court complex in the northern Titicaca Basin
2. Kyle Haines, Political Science
   ‘Putting the House in Order: The Politics of Ecological Crisis’
3. Meredith Meacham, Division of Global and Public Health
   The Politics of Public Health in Brazil: HIV Treatment as Prevention, a Crack Use Epidemic, and Mega-Event Planning